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Chapter 1 : House of Mystery by Katie Farrell on Amazon Music Unlimited
Katie and the Amazon Mystery (Katie's World) [Karen Mezek Leimert, Karen Mezek] on calendrierdelascience.com
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Katie and her brother, accompanied by friend and secret agent Jane Weston,
embark on a journey to the Brazilian jungle after an urgent message from their parents already in Brazil.

Beginning mid-series, other points of view are incorporated, including that of Laura McCall. Boys are
supporting characters throughout the series. Six boys are mentioned in every book, mostly in relation to The
Fabulous Five. On their first day at Wakeman Junior High, the girls become enemies with four girls who call
themselves The Fantastic Foursome. Funny is the only one civil to The Fabulous Five, and even becomes
friends with both Jana and Melanie. However, The Fabulous Five almost always win by the end of the book.
Hangouts[ edit ] Wakeman Junior High The primary setting of the series. This is where the girls gather to
discuss boy issues, friend issues, and family issues. They also like to eat chips and drink soda while they are
conducting their business. The owner is Mr. He also pretends that the jukebox is broken when Melanie wants
to prove something to Shane. Jana and Randy had their first date here. It is only mentioned a few times in the
series. Taffy was the prettiest girl in Mark Twain Elementary and most of the boys had crushes on her. When
she begins developing more than the other girls in school, Jana and the other girls create the club. The rivalry
takes an especially ugly turn when jealous Jana writes an "expose" on Taffy in the school newspaper. Taffy
also becomes an actress in a soap opera and befriends Raven Blaine, a famous teen idol with whom she
co-stars in the soap opera. Toward the end of the series, she is not a prominent character anymore because she
is in Los Angeles, working as an actress. Jana implies that toward the end, she and the rest of The Fabulous
Five had become civil with Taffy, most likely because they had The Fantastic Foursome rivalry to focus on. In
a chapter of Yearbook Memories Super Edition 4 , Jana recounts how she and Taffy resolved their differences
and grew to respect one another. Books[ edit ] 1. An immediate rivalry is set up, which continues throughout
the series. Melanie meets Shane Arrington by asking him about his iguana. Jana meets Funny Hawthorne and
is at first viewed as a traitor by her friends for befriending "one of them. Beth feels guilty because of some of
the things she said to her mother beforehand. She runs away and is missing for a time until Jana and the Mark
Twain crew find her hiding out at Mark Twain. Laura sends out invitations to her first party of the year, and all
of the boys from Mark Twain are invited, but none of the girls. Melanie fixes that by arranging to have them
invited with the help of a boy who attended Riverfield, the same elementary school Laura went to. Flirtatious
Melanie finds seven tips for flirting and tries them out on Shane Arrington, Scott Daly, and an eighth-grader,
Garrett Boldt. She gets herself into a mess by leading each of the three boys to believe that he is her only
boyfriend. Jana instead lands the coveted position of co-editor for the yearbook. Though Christie is initially
angry, she goes along with the campaign. On the opposing side is Melissa McConnell. Christie begins tutoring
Jon Smith in math, and after a rocky start, they plot together to get someone else to win the election, and the
class president winds up being Curtis Trowbridge. Her Honor, Katie Shannon â€” Katie gets a detention right
before the school announces whom they have chosen for their new Teen Court. Somehow, she still gets into it
despite her detention. Katie is feeling very self-righteous for making the court and is all about making a
difference in deciding what happens to classmates who have broken the rules. However, she runs into some
trouble when Randy and Keith are brought before the court for making a casserole full of Alpo dog food and
cheese into their French class and passing it off as a French food. Katie sentences them to clean cafeteria
tables, and Jana and Beth are mad at her for a while for doling out such a "harsh" punishment. When Katie
meets Tony Calcaterra, her feelings for him plus people badmouthing Tony make being on the Teen Court
more difficult, and Laura accuses her of giving her friends tough sentences and letting Tony off easy. Laura
shows up at her house on the designated sleepover night and when she finds no one there, Beth and the rest of
the Fabulous Five are made out to be fools. After Beth tells everyone that Jana is related to rock star Trevor
Morgan, things really get out of hand, until his band comes to town and creative, resourceful Beth finagles a
way to see him, and he devotes their entire concert to The Fabulous Five. The book ends by Jana asking Beth
to swear not to make up any more outrageous stories to make them look stupid. Jana hesitantly says OK.
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Melanie and Scott are paired up, Katie is a single parent, Keith and Beth are parents together, Christie and Jon
are as well, and Jana winds up being partners with Shane Arrington. In an attempt to make new friends, she
joins the dance committee for the first 7th grade dance of the year. She winds up running herself down so
much that she develops mononucleosis. However, Laura starts spreading the rumor that mono is a kissing
disease and that Melanie got it by kissing every boy under the sun. Melanie and the rest of the girls are
outraged, and go about setting the truth straight. At the end of the book, each of the members talk and realize
that even though they are involved in different activities, they are, always have been, and always will be, best
friends. The Runaway Crisis Katie has a new friend named Shawnie Pendergast whose parents are extremely
overprotective and overcontrolling. By the end of the book, it is determined that Shawnie ran away because
her parents would not let her take part in the march, and once she arrives home, she and her parents have a
long talk, and they agree she can do so. The Boyfriend Dilemma â€” Intelligent, studious Christie is hoping to
make the Super Quiz team and take part in their first match against Trumbull. Jon Smith inadvertently makes
her realize she cannot date him steadily because she needs more space than he can give her. Most of the book
is spent trying to solve the problem of how the answer sheet got there. Jon provides the answer after showing
Christie a video he took in the gym, where the custodian clearly is shown moving the sheet and setting it on
her books. Keith is jealous that she will have to spend so much time working on the play, gives Beth a lot of
grief, and without telling her, asks Christie out on a date. Beth is blindsided and hurt, but since they were now
not really exclusive, she reluctantly gives Christie permission to date Keith, even though it makes her cry in
secret. Keith has a chance to score a record related to football, but breaks his leg mid-game. Jana leaps to the
conclusion that Laura is trying to "steal" Randy away from her. Later at Bumpers, she sees Randy and Laura
sitting near each other talking and becomes furious. Jana blurts out what she saw and overheard and accuses
Randy of flirting with Laura. In her fury, she recklessly runs out into the street without looking. Randy sees a
car coming and pushes Jana out of the way, getting hit himself instead. Jana is wracked with guilt and realizes
she should have trusted Randy since Randy has never lied to her. However, Randy slips into a coma,
devastating everyone. Jana continues to try to think of a way to get him to wake up, and decides on just talking
to him, which eventually works. She gets the full story from Funny about why Randy and Laura were talking.
Laura wanted to improve her image and wanted Randy to talk her up around Shane because she was still crazy
about him. However, Shane still prefers Melanie because she is different from Laura. Knowing that her
mother, a freelance writer, will be teaching a special writing workshop at Wakeman, she decides to introduce
her mother to all of the single male teachers. She discusses this with her friends, and against their advice, she
decides to select Mr. Dracovitch, the "weird" science teacher who kids call Dracula. Feeling self-conscious
about it, Katie tries to turn the situation around, but eventually understands that her mom is happy spending
time with him and that Mr. Dracovitch is actually quite nice. Tony also starts a campaign to get better cafeteria
food and gets lots of unexpected help, especially from Willie and Mark Dracovitch as well as Katie herself.
The Christmas Countdown It is Christmas, and Melanie desperately wants a pet dog, but her parents refuse to
get her one. On a lark, she and the rest of The Fabulous Five decide to accompany their friend, Mona, to the
local animal shelter. There, they learn that if fifteen animals are not adopted by Christmas Eve, they will be
euthanized. She vows not to let this happen, so with the help of her friends, and the guys, they raise enough
money to save the animals, and wind up giving them to senior citizens who need pets and companionship. She
has two older brothers who she runs to if any other students stand up to her. She chooses Jana as one of her
targets, knocking her over on the grounds, squirting ketchup all over her clothes, and being a bully in general.
Jana is angered by this, rightfully so as she is one of the most well-liked students at Wacko and has never done
anything to Geena. The bullying continues and Jana decides on a plan to get Geena into serious trouble by
taking pictures of her "weapons" She later understands that Geena pushes because that is all she sees at home
and in addition, she is the only female in a male-dominated house and lacks a positive female role model. Both
popular, outgoing, fashionable, and sociable, Jana and Randy also run for Mr. Seventh Grade, and wind up
winning when no one else wants to even run against them! Throughout some of the activities, she learns a lot
about herself and her friends. While digging in the attic for something, she finds a letter written to her
grandmother from her mother when she was pregnant with Melanie, and says Melanie was an "accident.
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Eventually, she lets her mother know that she read the letter, and her mother finishes reading it by saying that
Melanie is a blessing. Melanie tries to help Funny with the Family Living project when it is revealed that
Funny is adopted. The Hotline Emergency Christie is chosen to assist with the Homework Hotline, a hotline
that Wakeman students can call after school and in the evenings for help with homework. Things are going
well until she begins receiving strange phone calls from a male student who threatens to vandalize buildings
around town. Christie notifies her friends and the teacher in charge, and they all work together to try to figure
out how to stop it. At the end, it is determined that the male is Kevin Walker-Noles, a student who feels
neglected by his parents and acts out to try to get their attention. Shane seeks a girlfriend for Igor. Celebrity
Auction â€” When Wakeman is vandalized by three 9th graders, the repair costs are so high that no one thinks
they can raise that much money. After a few dud ideas like car washes and rummage sales, she and her friends
decide to have a celebrity auction. Also, Keith is being very immature and rude in the story, so Beth decides to
break it off with him.
Chapter 2 : Where Is Amazon's HQ2 Going to Be? I'll Tell You. - Slog - The Stranger
Katie and her brother, accompanied by friend and secret agent Jane Weston, embark on a journey to the Brazilian
jungle after an urgent message from their parents already in Brazil, where Mr. Thompsen is writing about the ecology of
the Amazon.

Chapter 3 : Read or Dead by Book Riot on Apple Podcasts
Katie and the mystery of the witch's curse is a great story themed around Salem and the witch trials! It is a great family
adventure! You get to know a lot about the characters and feel as though you are right there experiencing the curse
along with them!

Chapter 4 : The Fabulous Five (book series) - Wikipedia
Buy Katie and the Amazon Mystery (Katie's World) by Karen Mezek Leimert () by (ISBN:) from Amazon's Book Store.
Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.

Chapter 5 : Katie and the Amazon Mystery by Karen Mezek
This mystery is first in the Charlie Singer & Katie Walker Mystery series. Charlie Singer still trying to track down his
wife's murderer is approached by an out army buddy's mother. Her only son is in trouble.

Chapter 6 : Doorman () - IMDb
Katie and the Mystery of the Vampire (Katie Carter Mystery Series Book 8) Kindle Edition by P. Katie Barkley (Author).

Chapter 7 : Author Kate Parker
Justice for Katie is a well written cozy murder mystery that I thoroughly enjoyed reading. The author skilfully built the plot
with believable characters and a double murder - one a cold case that the town, in particular, a local successful author,
wouldn't let go of, and the other, a prominent attorney shot in her own office.

Chapter 8 : List of Unsolved Mysteries episodes - Wikipedia
This is a Clean Amish Mystery / Romance by your favorite Best Selling Author Ruth Bawell. Find out for just $ or FREE
on Kindle Unlimited Things have been quiet in the small Amish town of Summervale, and while Katie Zook is happy all is
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well, she does miss the excitement of having a mystery to solve.

Chapter 9 : Martin Mystery (TV Series â€“) - IMDb
Listen to your favorite songs from House of Mystery by Katie Farrell Now. Stream ad-free with Amazon Music Unlimited
on mobile, desktop, and tablet. Download our mobile app now.
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